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6

Abstract7

Process variations are playing a key role in defining the behaviour of an IP. These process8

variations can accurately measure using process monitor. In order to verify process variations,9

the process monitor should meet all timing requirements. Static Timing Analysis (STA) uses10

best case/ and worst analysis overly pessimistic, and could be optimistic also in some cases.11

Static Timing Analysis (STA) is a method for estimating yield of a circuit in terms of timing12

activities. Model extraction is a technique that accurately captures the characteristics of13

interface logic of a design in the form of a timing library model and provides a capacity14

improvement in timing verification by more than two orders of magnitude. Extracted timing15

model is an efficient timing library model to get accurate timing arcs of the circuit. This16

paper describes Methodology for creating timing models and also the flow to develop IP17

(process monitor) ETMs (.lib) using Synopsys Primetime tool, which can be used in any SOC18

and ETMs (Extracted timing models)with necessary time-budgeting instead of IP Netlists.19

Generated ETM with and without annotation delays and compared the library file. And the20

process monitor?s ring oscillator is designed through Verilog code using cadence tool.21

22

Index terms— back annotation, ETM, ILM, process monitor, QTM, ring oscillator, STA.23

1 Introduction24

OC contain some analog and digital circuitry in the form of pre-designed blocks commonly known as intellectual25
property (IP). Soft IPs are processor cores, peripheral interfaces etc. and Hard IPs are analog blocks like26
PLLs etc. There are different challenges for SOC timing closure when multiple IPs is integrated. Soft IPs is27
implemented by performing synthesis, constraints and timing analysis followed by back-end process. Whereas28
Hard IPs requires set of views that provide appropriate information of IP at each stage that are used.SOC timing29
can be implemented in following ways.30

1. Flat timing approach 2. Hierarchical timing approach Flat timing approach will consume more time and31
becomes complicated at initial timing analysis when the designer go for larger designs with many IPs (As we32
read gate level netlist, SDC, SPEF). Once IPs timing is closed any how designer do Timing signoff on flat design.33
This paper describe the methodology for SOC Author ?: e-mail: bhagi50sri@gmail.com timing closure using34
hierarchical approach, which generates IP hierarchical timing models and used for SOC level to close interface35
timing. This way it helps us faster timing convergence at SOC level. Process monitor includes a variety of test36
structures in the form of ring oscillators developed to easily integrate into SoC designs. The PVT conditions of37
silicon can be change from layer to layer or from lot to lot. In this paper section-2 presented the basic structures of38
process monitor’s ring oscillator and how to interface the process monitor with the SOC. Timing extraction plays39
an important role in the hierarchical analysis flows by reducing the complexity of timing verification. L.T.N.wang40
shows implementation of process monitor’s ring oscillator sensitive frequency layout dependency nature using gate41
lithography [2]. Cristiano Forzan, Davide Pandini shows a solution that is the design performance with variability42
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8 STATIC TIMING ANALYSIS (STA)

problem of accurately evaluating is statistical static timing analysis (SSTA). Based on the probability function43
the timing analysis run time is estimated in a single run [3]. R. Saleh, S. Wilton, S. Mirabbasi shows the process44
of creating a reusable IP block, differs from the traditional ASIC design, implementation of reusable IPs takes45
more time but these IPs can use in any SOC [6].Cho W. Moon, Harish Kriplani and Krishna Belkhale shows46
timing model extractor builds a timing model of a digital circuit for use with a static timing analyzer. And47
the implemented structure easy to analyse and which reduces the run time and complexity of the SoC [4].So48
the efficient timing methodology, Extracted Timing Methodology (ETM) implementation on process monitor is49
discussed in this paper. And also the implementation of process monitor’s ring oscillator and delay calculations50
are discussed. Since run time of circuits timing analysis depends on the timing library files of the IPs, by51
considering the ETM libs the run will reduce.52

2 II.53

3 Architecture of Process Monitor54

Process monitor includes a variety of test structures in the form of ring oscillators developed to easily integrate55
into SoC designs. Each process monitor can be instantiated several times in a single chip. The IP supports56
JTAG and Direct Access interfaces only, for easy integration. Typical process monitor applications include57
silicon characterization for performance and variations of different key transistors, On-Chip Variation (OCV)58
measurements. The process monitor block has 2 key components.59

4 ? Ring Oscillators (RO) ? Digital block for controllability and60

observability61

The digital block is a top level module that comprises of all ROs and a global control/observe logic. The individual62
ROs are connected in a daisy chain structure. This module supports up to 64 ROs. The frequency measurement63
works with a reference clock where the reference clock captures the incoming signal in a counter. The function64
of this digital control block is to generate one unique enable signal to choose the RO to be tested/characterized.65
Once an individual RO is enabled, the output of the RO is propagated down through the daisy chain and goes66
through a 32-stage ripple counter. A large divider is needed to ensure F refclk »F means . After synchronization67
with reference clock and further conditioning the signal is passed to capture counter.68

5 Fig. 1: Block diagram of process monitor69

Silicon manufacture companies usually put considered some test structures in scribe line on selected wafers in70
each lot to observe and track the effects of process variation and DC characteristics of MOS devices, but these71
structures do not capture all the variation data. They also don’t provide explicit information to the designer about72
the corner the chip is running. Test structures like ring oscillators are generally used to get more information73
on a chip’s process corner. Such structures are placed at various locations across the chip to judge the effect of74
process variations on standard cell delays and performance. Ring Oscillator is the basic block in process monitor.75

Implementation of process monitor’s ring oscillator is shown below.76

6 a) Ring Oscillator77

The purpose of the ring oscillator is to characterize the performance and behaviour of the key transistors across78
the die. Each ring oscillator (RO) makes use of classical ring oscillator structure of the core. The purpose of79
the ring oscillator is to characterize the performance and behaviour of the key transistors across the die. Ring80
oscillator structure as the core, for the process measurement along with additional peripheral circuit. The RO81
frequency in each test structure is given by: Frequency of ROF ring _osc = 2 M +N X F ref X CDIV STOP82
_VAL ?START _VAL(1)83

Average gate delay of each ring gate:T pd = 0.5 X 1 ???? F ring _osc(2)84
The start and stop timing information is available in the registers which are in process monitor and programmed85

through JTAG. The counters will counts the number of clock pulses arrived between the start and stop time. By86
using above formula one gate delay can be calculated. The simulations results are shown in the below section,87
which are generated in cadence Verilog tool.88

7 c) Simulation Results89

REF_clk time period is 20ns.12-bit counter will count upto 4096. For 23 chain Ring Oscillator, DA_OUT time90
period is (2x23x4096) 188.91

8 Static Timing Analysis (STA)92

Static timing analysis is a method of validating the timing performance of a design by checking all possible paths93
for timing violations without having to simulate. No vector generation is required, no functionality check is done.94
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Timing models are to represent the timing characteristics of complex blocks in a design. A timing model of the95
block models the full input and output timing characteristics without the complete netlist of the block. There96
are some timing models like QTM and ILM, which are used based on application.97

9 a) Quick Timing Models (QTM)98

In the early stages of the design cycle, if a block does not yet have a netlist, the designer can use a quick timing99
model to describe its initial timing. Later in the cycle, it can replace each quick timing model with a netlist100
block to obtain more accurate timing. To create a quick timing model the designer can use a series of Prime101
Time commands to specify the model ports, the setup and hold constraints on the inputs, the clock-tooutput102
path delays, and the input-to-output path delays. It is also possible to specify the loads on input ports and the103
drive strength of output ports. The generated file can save a quick timing model in the Synopsys .db format,104
then instantiate the quick timing model in a design just as the designer would instantiate library cells or interface105
timing specification models.106

10 b) Interface Logic Models (ILM)107

An interface logic model (ILM) is a partial netlist that contains only the interface logic of a block. The ILM108
contains.109

? The combinational logic from each input port to the first stage of sequential elements of the block.110
? The combinational logic from the last stage of sequential elements to each output port of the block. ? The111

clock paths to these sequential elements.112
? Combinational paths from the input ports that do not encounter a sequential element and directly to an113

output port.114
A generated ILM is context-independent, which means that the model is accurate for a range of operating115

environments. When the model is used in a design, the timing behaviour of the model is different for different116
operating environments.117

An ILM is a partial netlist that retains the combinational logic from each input or output port to the first or118
last stage of sequential elements of the block. The intent of an ILM is to produce a model that closely resembles119
the timing of the interface to that of the blocklevel netlist.120

11 IV. Extracted Timing Methodology (ETM)121

The designer can generate an extracted timing model (ETM) for a block with a corresponding technology-mapped122
gate-level netlist. Using extracted timing models provides the following benefits:123

? Reduces the runtime and memory for full-chip analysis, the designer can run chip-level analysis with extracted124
models in place of the gate-level netlist for some modules. The delay data in the timing arcs is accurate for a125
range of operating environments. The extracted delay data does not depend on the specific values from input126
transition times, output capacitive loads, input arrival times, output required times, and so on. When the model127
is used in a design, the arc delays vary with the input transition times and output capacitive loads. This is called128
a ”context-independent” model because it works correctly in a variety of contexts. There are some commands129
like create_clock, set_clock_latency, set_clock_uncertainty, set_input_delay, and set_output_delay, do not130
affect the model extraction process, but the extracted model, when used for timing analysis, is sensitive to those131
commands.132

By specifying the annotation delay the timing analysis is more relevant to the practical conditions. That133
is after layout of the circuits resistance and capacitance values are added which increases the delay. In back134
annotation process these delay values also considered.135

12 a) Back Annotation136

Back-annotation is the process of reading delay, resistance, and capacitance values from an external file into the137
tool for timing analysis. Using backannotation, the designer can more accurately analyze the circuit timing in the138
tool after each phase of physical design. For initial static timing analysis, PrimeTime estimates net delays based139
on a wire load model. Actual delays depend on the physical placement and routing of the cells and nets. A floor140
planner or router can provide more detailed and accurate delay information, which the designer can provide to141
PrimeTime for a more accurate analysis. This process is known as back-annotation. And this delay information142
is often provided in an SDF file. The back annotation delay on the ports can be provided by specifying the143
set_annotation_delay command. Here the annotation delay is 50% of the time period. The delay of the cell or144
macro is calculated by considering the input transition time and output load capacitance which is specified in the145
generated ETM library. Index 1 indicates the input transition time and index 2 indicates the output capacitance.146
And these values can be adjusted to meet the timing budget at SOC level.147

V.148
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13 CONCLUSION

13 Conclusion149

The timing analysis solutions in use today have been extended to more complex circuit analysis and variation.ETM150
(Extracted timing models) with necessary time-budgeting instead of IP Netlists reduces run-time and memory151
usage and protects the IP. By considering the annotation delays the generated library is more relevant to the real152
time environment. The timing models in hierarchical analysis saves the runtime. And by using process monitor153
the gate is 2ps is measured, which is an accurate process to measure the delay of the gate. 1

2
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Figure 3: Fig. 3 :
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Figure 4: Fig. 4 :
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Figure 5: ?
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Figure 6: Fig. 5 :Fig. 6 :
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Figure 7: Fig. 7 :Fig. 8 :
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Figure 8: Fig. 9 :
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